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THE AIM OF THE GAME

Simply put, the aim of the game is to put the puck 
into the opposing teams goal; players work together 
to negotiate the obstacles presented by the opposing 
teams Forwards, Defencemen and finally the Netminder. 
If the puck has been propelled into the goal by a players 
foot or anything other than his or her hockey stick the 
goal will be disallowed. The team which has scored the 
most goals by the end wins unless it is a tie.

THE PLAYERS

Each team is comprised of approximately 20 players, 
although only six players maximum will represent each 
team on the ice at any given time. Players will swap on 
and off the ice during the course of a game. The fast- 
paced nature of ice hockey makes it is usual practice 
for the substitutions to occur frequently; sometimes as 
often as every couple of minutes.

Each team has three Forwards whose primary role is to 
attack the opposing team goal and two Defenders who 
generally focus on defending their teams goal from the 
other team and then the Netminder who is the final 
line of defence for each team. They stand between the 
goalposts wearing plenty of padding attempting to 
stop the puck from crossing the goal line.

MATCH PROCEDURE 

A Match begins when a player from each team goes to 
the centre of the ice to take part in what is known as 
the ‘face-off’ the players stand facing each other in the 
centre of the rink and the referee drops the puck onto 
the ice between the players. A game typically lasts one 
hour which is divided into three 20 minute periods.

IMPORTANT RULES

The Offside Rule - a player is not permitted to enter 
the opposing teams defensive zone before the puck 
has passed over the blue line separating the sectors, 
this rule is designed to ensure that players do not wait 
in the offensive zone waiting for an easy opportunity to 
score a goal.

If a player is judged by the referee or a linesman to be 
offside a face-off is held at the site of the violation.
Icing refers to a situation in which a defending player 
propels the puck towards the opposition goal from 
behind the red centreline. The situation is settled by a 
face-off in the opposing team's defensive zone.

WELCOMEWELCOME
THE FASTEST SPORT IN THE WORLD...

ICE HOCKEY, predictively, is played on an ice surface known as the Rink. This Rink is 
divided into three sections which are separated by blue lines; a middle section usually 
referred to as the ‘neutral zone’; And then a section called the ‘defensive zone’, which 
is, for each team, the section closest to their own goal; the other end section, at the 
opposite side of the rink, is referred to as the ‘offensive zone’ which is, in turn, the section 
of the ice which is furthest from each teams own goal. A horizontal red line runs through 
the centre of the Rink, parallel to the blue lines separating the zones and equidistant to 
each of their own goals. In front of each goal there is a red line known as the goal line.

PENALTIES

All minor penalties in ice hockey are punished in the 
same way; players are ordered into the penalty box 
for a fixed period of time. For the period of time 
defending player is condemned to the penalty box, 
the team must continue playing without him or her. 
It is possible for more than one player from the same 
team to be punished for penalties but a minimum of 
three players from each team must remain on the ice 
and defend the goal.

There are four principal punishments the referee 
can place upon players:

• Minor penalty - punishable by a two minute 
stay in the penalty box.

• Misconduct penalty - violent, aggressive or 
otherwise inappropriate or unsportsmanlike 
behaviour is usually punished by a 10 minute 
stay in the penalty box.

• Match penalty - in exceptional circumstances, 
a player may be banned from participating in 
the rest of the game. A player punished with a 
match penalty does not sit in the penalty box 
but is ordered to leave the ice altogether.

 
Minor penalties are called for obstructing an 
opponent, the infractions include;

• Tripping – with a stick or knee
• Holding – with a stick or hands
• Hooking - with a stick
• Interference - checking or impeding a player 

without the puck.
 
Penalties can be called for dangerous use of the 
stick including; Slashing, Spearing, High Sticking 
i.e hitting an opponent in the head or face, Cross-
Checking i.e hitting an opponent with the shaft of 
the stick.

Penalties are also called for dangerous physical 
fouls including Elbowing, Checking from Behind, 
Kneeing, Roughing which is broadly defined and 
usually involves a wrestling or a physical altercation.

POWER-PLAY

When a team is penalised and depending on 
the severity of the penalty the opposing team is 
rewarded a power-play; meaning the other team 
will be shorthanded for a distinct amount of time 
refer to balances. If the team on the power player 
gets a goal the power player is now over if the 
shorthanded team scores was killing trying to kill 
the power-play the power-play remains live.

PENALTY SHOT

A Penalty Shot is awarded to the offensive player if 
he or she is skating towards the attacking goal and 
that player is obstructed by the opposition defender 
enough so that they do not manage to shoot on 
goal. Obstructions such as Hooking, Slashing, 
Tripping and Holding also if the Netminder throws 
his or her stick at the puck or the players to prevent 
a goal, the player will be awarded a penalty shot. On 
a penalty shot the shooter starts from centre ice and 
is only allowed one shot even if there is a rebound.
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KEEP UP TO 
DATE WITH
KEEP UP TO 
DATE WITH

 OFFICIAL CHANNEL

OFFICIAL PODCAST We’re local 
everywhere

12,000
Sites we 
care for 

53
Staff 

members

Over 

10 years
experience

530
Years of 

collective
expertise

Typical energy saving70%

0844 880 2116hello@greenlitegroup.co.uk greenlitegroup.co.uk 

For more information or to speak to a member of staff, contact us:

INSTALLATION    |    COMPLIANCE    |    TESTING    |    MAINTENANCE

WE LEAD THE WAY IN DELIVERING POWERFUL SOLUTIONS 

TO TODAY’S LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL & ENERGY CHALLENGES.

T I T L E  S P O N S O R S  2 0 2 1



BLACKBURN HAWKS 
2021-2022

P laying Roster
NETMINDERS

Ash 
Smith35Mike

Rogers30

DEFENDERS

Ethan
Mayoh12Cade

King4 Matt
Wainwright13

Calum
Ruddick19

FORWARDS

Aaron
Davies8James

Parsons5 Thomas
Revesz15Gary

Dixon9

Sean
Jones23Jacob

Lutwyche20 MJ
Clancy29James

Riddoch28

Ronnie
Grimes37

Petr
Valusiak79

Alex
Lutwyche73

Logan
 Jean-Jacques42Reece

Cairney-Witter33 Sam
Warnock98

C

Lee
Pollitt70Jared

Dickinson61

A A

Craig
Lutkevitch2

Shaun
Dippnall93
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NHL NIGHT

VS

SUNDAY 13th March
FACE OFF 6PM

GREEN NIGHT

VS

SUNDAY 10th APRIL
FACE OFF 6PM

BLACKBURN HAWKS

Theme Nights
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After closing out January with an empty net goal 
loss to Whitley I looked at our fixtures coming up in 
February, all four very winnable games for our squad.

Again like I keep saying the boys are working so hard 
on practice every Thursday literally crawling off the ice 
they’ve put that much into it, & for that to not carry on 
into the games on the weekend it is disappointing to see. 
I’ll hold my hands up, maybe it’s something that I need 
to change to prepare the team for games but as I keep 
saying I’m learning on the job myself & these results are 
heartbreaking when I’m putting so much into it.

Onto the games themselves. We started off with a very 
poor home performance against Solihull. To be fair to 
all the sides we’ve played lately have played well. The 
Barons are clinical if you give them the space, and they 
took us apart. One notable positive from that evening 
was giving Bayley Hodkinson some ice time at home. 
I’ve always said I’ll give boys the chance if they work 
hard on practice and the game dictates it. Every credit 
to Bayley, he trains really well every Thursday & the 
boys love him in the room and on the bench so it was 
great to see him play in front of a large home crowd.

The next two games was the home and home series 
against Nottingham Lions. They are a side that is really 
flying at the moment. I reiterated to the lads that we 
have to get our game heads on early and be prepared 
to start the game well as it’s a hot building at the NIC 
with no atmosphere. What happened, the opposite, we 
gave up a three goal lead that was ultimately to much 
to claw back in the end.

The home game with Nottingham is probably the 
worst performance we have dished up since Sheffield 
away before Xmas. On a very special night for the club 
honouring the legend Bobby Haig, what the lads served 
up was bad! Selfish plays, not working together, no 
cohesion & for me the biggest factor was the work rate. 
At Blackburn we always work hard regardless of the 
score, we go right until the end, so I wasn’t a happy man 
afterwards and let them all know. I reminded them that 
playing hockey with your mates in front of a large paying 
crowd is a privilege and the time of their lives, they’ll 
realise it once it’s gone. They have to put everything 
they’ve got into it to create memories for life.

We ended the month with a trip to Billingham to play 
the Stars. Even though we went down by one goal in 
the end I was happy with our performance. The buzz 
was back, the togetherness was back and like I said 
earlier the work rate was back at 100%. Any lower 
than that it’s not acceptable. The first period cost us 
& to be fair to the kid in the Billingham goal he was 
outstanding. The best performance I’ve seen from a 
Stars goalie since my former team mate James Flavell 
called it time.

We have to banish these slow starts, every game we 
seem to be leaking goals early making it harder to get 
things going. We had seemed to have got it right on 
the back end, we will be working hard to start faster 
and more clinically moving forward.

COACHES
HUDDLE
COACHES
HUDDLE
COACHES 
HUDDLE
INTERIM HEAD COACH - OLLIE LOMAX

After a very encouraging first month of 2022, I’m not going to lie what we have served up 
in February has been no where near good enough & not what I expected.

I’D LIKE TO GO ON RECORD AND THANK ALL 

THE STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS OF THE CLUB 

WHO HAVE AGAIN PUSHED THE BAR IN 

REGARDS TO THE OFF ICE SIDE OF THINGS. 
The merchandise stand is selling out every week, we 
are getting more and more people through the door 
week on week & it’s great to see that all our loyal 
supporters have mine and the players backs as we try 
to navigate through this sticky patch. There is no better 
place to play hockey.

It’s been great to welcome back MJ Clancy after a long 
layoff with injury, he brings us a lot more balance as a 
centreman & I think he’s slotted straight back in.

We keep going, all of us, together as one, always.

We care about this place and the environment we are 
trying to create.
LET’S KEEP BUILDING & MOVING FORWARD.

Ollie #21’
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Quite rightly the new owners of the 
Hawks made it clear from day one that 
they have to honour the past and that 
meant that Bobby was the first guy 
they’d identified deserved his pace 
in Hawks folklore and arguably the 
G.O.A.T had his famous N022 hung 
from the rafters last weekend.

Bob was born in Kirkcaldy Scotland on 
12th October 1969 and played for the 
club from 1996 until he moved away 
from the area in 2007.
Jim Pennycook was invited back to 
the Arena in a playing capacity but 
Arena management were to look 
elsewhere for a coach this season. An 
experienced Scotsman came to the 
helm; brother of former Hawk John, 
Bobby, was the man charged with 
bringing back the teams’ former glory.

The season started with a convincing 
win over the Wightlink Raiders, with 
a 13–1 scoreline. A successful 1998 
was followed by controversy at the 
beginning of 1999, when it emerged 
that the team had spent three times 
their seasons budget by Christmas. 
Five players were released from their 
contracts at this point to try to ease the 
financial burden on the club, including 
import Chad Brandimore and club 
captain Simon Mills. 

By mid March the team were 
floundering in the league, and it 
became clear that the team would 
not be taking part in the end 
of season play-offs due to their 
financial problems. However, this 
did not deter the fans, as almost 
1,500 watched a 10–9 victory over 
Chelmsford and a close 7–6 defeat 
to the hands of Milton Keynes at 
the close of the league campaign. 
The victory over Chelmsford 
meant that this season’s team had 
won more home games than any 
previous year since the team’s 
formation in 1991.

With the financial problems at 
the end of the season came the 
obvious worries and rumours 
over the club’s future. Some 
feared that Blackburn would 
not host competitive ice hockey 
team in 1999–2000 campaign, 
and sections of the press were 
reporting that the team had been 
threatened with expulsion from the 
league for refusing to take part in 
the playoffs.

It was decided to drop into English 
League Division One again, a 
decision which prompted a mixed 
reaction from fans, largely due to 
the lack of skilled import players in 
the league. To boost the number 
of games that the team played, 
they also signed up for the Border 
League, consisting of teams from 
Scotland and northern England. 

Under the leadership of Haig, the 
Hawks just missed out on a play-off 
place at the end of the season.

The 2000–1 saw the Hawks still 
guided by Bob, and playing in the 
English National League (the new 
name for ED1). The season started 
with many ups and downs, ranging 
from 14–1 defeat at the hands of the 
Kingston Jets, to a 14–0 victory over 
Bradford, and all before Christmas. In 
this time the team also retained the 
North West Cup at the expense of 
the Altrincham Aces. However, on 27 
January 2001, the Aces gained their 
revenge, knocking Blackburn out of 
the English Cup. The team ultimately 
finished fourth in the league.

3 April 2001 saw the Blackburn 
Hawks celebrate their 10th 
anniversary in style, with the 
return of Steve Moria and many 
former players. The game, where 
Bobby Haig’s All Stars played 
Steve Moria’s Select, ended 8–9 
in favour of Moria’s squad.The 
match, which attracted a crowd 
of over 1,000, raised £4,000 for 
the NSPCC

The 2001–2 season was far from 
successful for the Hawks, who 
ultimately finished fourth in the 
ENIHL North Division. The team 
also lost all six games played 
in the ENIHL Cup, and did not 
make it past group stages in 
English cup. This season set 
precedent for the Hawks, and 
subsequent seasons seem to 
follow a pattern; a place in the 
league’s top five, a reasonable 
performance in the cup, and Haig 
as the team’s top scorer.

In 2002–3 it was fifth in league, 
and just missing out on the 
final of the English National 
Premier Cup by placing second 
in qualifying table. This close 
brush with cup success was not 
matched in the Northern Cup, 
where the Hawks’ did not with a 
single game.

After a no point weekend mid-
season, it seemed that Haig 
attributed the team’s lack of 
success to an absence of young 
blood on the team, saying “We 
had no Under 19s and we also 
found it difficult to raise our 
game after the disappointment 
of (an 8–2 defeat at) Sheffield. 
Perhaps we need an injection of 
some new players. It’s been a bad 
weekend and I have got some 
serious thinking to do.”

THIS EDITION OF BLAST FROM THE PAST FEATURES

BOBBY HAIG.
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“IT’S SOMETHING 
THAT I’D NEVER EVEN 

THOUGHT ABOUT” 

BOBBY HAIGHAIGBOBBY HAIGBOBBY

One of Haig’s new young player’s 
was 19-year-old Richard Hulme, 
who debuted in a challenge 
match against Spartak Durham. 
Hulme, a product of the Hawks 
youth teams, was to be involved 
in a controversial incident.

In October 2003, minutes from 
the end of an under 19 game 
against the Altrincham Tigers, 
Hulme was attacked and injured 
by Tigers’ player Robert Browbilll. 
Hulme lost two teeth and received 
a broken jaw when hit with 
Brownbills steel fist during the 
game. In January 2003 Brownbill 
appeared before Preston Crown 
Court, charged with assaulting 
Richard Hulme causing actual 
bodily harm. In what was the first 
case of its kind in the country, 
Brownbill was initially remanded 
on bail on what was to become a 
test case for the sport.] Brownbill 
was eventually fined £250.

AS PREDICTED, 
BY THE END OF 
THE SEASON, 
BOBBY HAIG 
WAS THE 
TEAM’S 
TOP SCORER 
(FOURTH IN THE 
LEAGUE) WITH 
56 POINTS IN 
JUST 18 GAMES. 

(The three scorers above Haig 
were all from league winners 
Altrincham)

The 2003–04 season had a positive 
start; a new logo, a new strip, a 
renewed sponsorship contract 
with a local brewery, and a clutch 
of upcoming young players left 

Haig and new team captain Neil 
Haworth in high spirits before the 
first game. The team’s preparations 
paid off; the first weekend of the 
season consisted of a 13-2 win 
over the Bradford Bulldogs, and 
another 20-3 victory against the 
Grimsby Buffaloes.

However, this success wasn’t to 
continue through the season. The 
Hawks attained a fourth position in 
the league, lost every game in the 
Premier Cup, and finished second 
in playoffs table, missing out on the 
final Despite all of this, Bobby Haig 
continued to flourish at Blackburn, 
and posted another great season 
with 52 points in 18 games (fifth 
points scorer in the league).

The following season, despite 
initial optimism, held much of 
the same for the Hawks. A series 
of poor results led to pressure 
being placed on player/coach 

Haig, and the Scot contemplated 
taking his experience elsewhere. 
However, after talks with the Arena 
management and club owners, 
Haig settled on staying at the 
expense of his job as duty manager 
and as the junior ice hockey 
development director, in order to 
concentrate fully on the coaching 
of the senior team.

By mid-November, the team had no 
chance to progress in the Premier 
Cup, but had more success in the 
league, sitting comfortable at the 
top of the North division. Their 
championship hopes were boosted 
when a 4–2 loss against Swindon 
was recorded as a 5-0 victory by 
the EIHA after Swindon fielded an 
ineligible player.

The team finished third in ENIHL, 
which did not allow them to 
progress through to the playoff 
group stages. The Hawks also lost 
every game in ENIHL cup.

2005–06 held similar successes; a 
third place in the ENHL[which, due 
to an altering of the playoff format, 
led them to the group stages. 
However, despite placing second in 
the playoff group stages table, the 
Hawks did not make it to the final. 
Other cup competitions had mixed 
successes; the team made the semi-
final of ENIHL Cup (where they lost 
7-5 to Cardiff), yet finished bottom of 
group C in the Premier Cup.

The following season heralded a 
change in the Hawks usual pattern; 
they finished fifth in ENIHL (missing 
out on playoffs), fifth in Northern 
League, and missed out on the 
playoffs in ENIHL cup on goal 
difference. However, for the first 
season in a while, the team’s top 
scorer was not Bobby Haig, but David 
Meikle, with 35 points in 16 games.

The start of the 2007 season saw 
the departure of legend Bobby 
Haig to his former club, the 

Braehead Pirates. Coaching duties 
were taken over by Ian Hough and 
John Dunford.

After his Shirt retirement Bobby 
Commented.

“It’s something that I’d never 
even thought about to be honest, 
but when Carl & Graham got in 
touch I was delighted with the 
sentiment, I recently caught up 
with Graham while the Hawks were 
up in Dumfries and we had a chat 
about it all, I’m really humbled to 
be honest, it was great to be down 
at the weekend just gone, it was 
quite moving to see so many old 
friends and players and the crowd 
reception really moved me to tears, 
thank you everyone”

Graham Lomax. (proprietor) 
Igloos and Bathrooms

www.igloosandbathrooms.co.uk
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FAMILY
FRIENDLY

FAMILY
FRIENDLY

As a family friendly club we wish for everyone to enjoy their Hawks 

Matchnight Experience, from adults to young children and therefore 

we ask that all supporters are respectful and avoid using foul 

language whilst supporting your respective team.

We totally understand the passion we all have for Ice Hockey and 

our Clubs however please respect those around use your who wish 

to enjoy the game we all love.

THANK YOU FOR RESPECTING EACH OTHER AND THE GAME.

ALSO A PUCK WARNING:

Please enjoy you keep your eye on the puck at all times. 
Due to the fast nature of the game the puck can and does 
leave the ice. 

We want everyone to have a safe 
and enjoyable Hawks Matchnight.

Blackburn Hawks Academy are recruiting 
for their under 10,12, 14 and 16 teams. 
The Academy has close links to the 
‘Hockey Excellence’programmes as well as 
the Hawks’ senior team, giving opportunity to 
offer player development from start to finish.
Any interested players should contact the
club to arrange a trial.

B
LA

CK
BURN HAW

K
S

HAWKS 
ACADEMY
Now Recruiting

Feel free to come and watch some junior
hockey at the Blackburn arena, check the
academy Facebook page for upcoming 
games. 

For more information contact
blackburnhawksacademy@gmail.com 
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OFFICIALOFFICIAL
BLACKBURN HAWKS 
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£35£35

TO BUY NOW, VISIT OUR ONLINE STORE 
SCAN THE QR CODE OR VISIT BLACKBURNHAWKS.COM

2021 JERSEY SPONSOR
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NOW RECRUITING

HAWKS
Cheerleaders/

Training is FREE and based at Blackburn Ice Arena
10+, Dedication Required

Apply Now
cheerleading@blackburnhawks.com



IF YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS WOULD LIKE TO BECOME A 

SPONSOR PARTNER OF THE BLACKBURN HAWKS, GET IN TOUCH

VISIT BLACKBURNHAWKS.COM/BECOME-A-SPONSOR-2/ 

OR EMAIL SPONSORSHIP@BLACKBURNHAWKS.COM
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